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ABSTRACT  
 

I argue that engaging Paintings as a master viewer can promote a transformative 
experience that yields seeing objects and people in themselves.  We understand our world in part 
through visual engagement.  Visual art is unique in that it is visually experienced but is also, as 
art, a site at which to actively engage and question.  Further, Painting is a unique form of visual 
art in that it is still and flat, yet can contain depth and motion.  Its coloration is directly tied to 
how its content is experienced.  Painting can serve as a source of newness in regard to how we 
see new objects and that which is familiar anew, as well as in regard to how we see the visual 
modes that structure our experience of seeing: depth, motion, and color.  As such, it can be the 
source of experiencing what I will call the fantastical, an experience in which one sees the 
content of Painting in itself to the end of seeing content outside of the Painting anew, as in itself. 
In viewing a Painting, one can engage with objects and people in themselves, rather than as 
means to ends or use objects.  This may lead to experiencing the fantastical to the end of seeing 
objects and people differently in the world, as individuals with histories and vulnerabilities rather 
than as defined by the articulated concepts that structure their basic identities.  A master viewer 
can experience the fantastical. Master viewing is characterized as perceptual mastery rather than 
intellectual mastery.  A master viewer’s engagement, centered on perception and visual 
engagement rather than on articulated knowledge, can allow her to experience the world 
differently and in a more life-affirming manner.  Experiencing the fantastical can promote seeing 
the world anew. 
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Shoes may be seen as merely shoes, paint as merely paint, and a woman as merely a 

woman.  Though visual engagement may be used to see objects and people based on how they 

are recognized and categorized, to understand seeing only as a tool that enables such recognition 

and categorization is to miss the powerful way in which one’s way of seeing can be transformed.  

Further, to recognize that seeing can be transformed is to open up the possibility that we can 

come to see objects and people anew.  I argue that Paintings are sites at which one can visually 

engage as a master viewer, so as to use seeing to engage content in itself rather than to recognize 

and categorize.1  Engaging the content of a Painting in itself can enable an experience of what I 

call the fantastical: an experience in which, through engaging content of a Painting in itself, one 

can see things richly, in themselves rather than according to the concepts that construct their 

recognizable identities, upon disengaging with the Painting.2 

The power of Painting has not gone unnoticed.  Martin Heidegger, in his famous 

discussion of Van Gogh’s painting of a pair of peasant shoes, shows us the power of art to open 

up a world to the viewer.  This account, beautifully moving in itself, captures how one can 

engage Painting to the end of seeing our being in the world differently. For Heidegger’s 

purposes, it is unproblematic to fail to characterize how specific types of art and ways of viewing 

ground distinct possibilities in regard to the transformative power of art.  However, in delving 

into the nature of different art forms and the ways in which they can be engaged, it becomes 

                                                 
1 I refer to two ways of understanding paintings: as material objects and as visual objects.  Here I 
refer to Painting, as capitalized, the visual object.  This distinction will soon be discussed in 
more detail. 
2 Notably, experiencing the fantastical is not directly tied to the beautiful or the aesthetically 
pleasing.  The transformative power with which I am concerned is the result of experiencing new 
content in a particular manner.  This content can be beautiful or ugly, pleasing or grotesque.  The 
power of painting that I am discussing is not an aesthetic power.  In this way, it diverges from 
accounts that value art according to its beauty.  This is not to say that the fantastical cannot be 
experienced in engaging a beautiful work, but rather that the work need not be beautiful. 
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evident that there is more to say about the experience that Heidegger captures and so 

wonderfully reveals to us. 

Unearthing the possibilities grounded in Painting and characterizing the nature of 

viewing art as a viewing master productively builds on Heidegger’s account in allowing us to see 

how our senses can be educated directly through Painting, to the end of seeing objects and 

people in themselves in the work as well as in the world.  Painting can educate us to see objects 

and people richly in a way that does not rely on building on concepts, but rather on seeing 

beyond them.3 

In making this argument, I make several key steps and employ paradigmatic examples.  

First, I highlight the nature of Painting and its distinct qualities as an art form.  Next, I consider 

Painting as a visual object in more depth.  Following this discussion, I delve into two paradigm 

examples of Paintings that can yield transformation: Van Gogh’s A Pair of Shoes and Jackson 

Pollock’s Number 1, 1950.  These examples highlight the way in which Paintings can exhibit 

depth, motion, and altered coloration in a way that yields engaging the content of the works in a 

way that enables seeing objects, and even seeing, differently: as seen in themselves.  Following 

this discussion, I examine the nature of the master viewer, who brings perceptual mastery and 

openness, rather than articulated knowledge, to her engagement with a Painting.  Next, I examine 

various forms of newness and the unique nature of the newness that grounds experiencing the 

fantastical.  Finally, I consider the ramifications of my findings in regard to how Paintings can 

promote seeing anew to the end of seeing others in themselves, beyond the concepts that define 

them.  In my final discussion, I consider Hannah Hoch’s Die starken Manner, and the way in 

which engagement with Paintings can yield seeing beyond conceptions of gendered identity. 

                                                 
3 What it means to be a concept has changed throughout the history of philosophy.  By a concept, 
I mean an articulated idea in a general sense.  A shoe is a concept, as is the idea of a woman. 
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STANDARD SEEING 

 In regard to standard seeing, I highlight two central theses.  First, in standard seeing we 

use perception to recognize objects so as to use them for ends outside of themselves. The second 

thesis concerns the element of newness in perceptual experience and can be formulated as 

follows: attending to newness is not necessary to an ability to see so as to recognize. In 

combining these theses, we can assert that in standard seeing the subject does not always attend 

to elements of newness because in standard seeing she sees objects only insofar as to recognize 

them to the minimal degree necessary to use them for ends outside themselves, which need not 

involve attending to the element of newness. 

  Alongside an analysis of the nature of works of art, Heidegger delves into the nature of 

things and equipment.  In discussing a pair of peasant shoes, he posits the many ways in which 

the shoes could be described or visually rendered, their form and matter dependent on their use.  

He says, “The equipmental quality of equipment consists in its usefulness” (Heidegger 1971, 33).  

Equipment may be described, as well as seen, according to how it can be used.  While Heidegger 

goes on to describe how the shoes can be seen as more than just shoes, this account of our 

engagement with equipment deserves further consideration.  It is often the case that we see 

objects in daily life in this way: as use objects.  The usefulness of objects determines how we see 

them as means to ends, rather than in themselves.4  Heidegger’s point about object recognition 

can be more directly tied to the nature of perceiving in standard seeing: in standard seeing we use 

                                                 
4 Heidegger focuses on equipment objects as use objects.  However, the group of objects in the 
more broadly defined category of objects that are recognized according to ends outside of 
themselves include standard equipment objects, like work shoes, as well as objects to be avoided, 
for example a large blockade in the middle of a road.  For my purposes, it is not essential to parse 
out the various types of objects that are seen according to ends outside of themselves, but it 
ought to be noted that this category does extend beyond equipmental objects in the standard 
sense. 
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perception to recognize objects so as to use them for ends outside of themselves.  In 

encountering an object to be used, one may use visual perception to merely recognize an object, 

rather than to visually engage the richness of the object in itself. 

In delving into the nature of perceiving newness in cases of seeing so as to recognize, we 

might ask: how can it be the case that the subject takes the new of a given experience as wholly 

familiar?  In addressing newness in perceptual experiences, we encounter two seemingly 

contradictory points: first, that there are elements of newness in certain perceptual experiences, 

and second, that the subject may not acknowledge this newness in these experiences.  After 

seeing an object time and again, one comes to recognize the object as familiar.  Further, 

recognition does not entail seeing every aspect of a given object, as we can recognize a familiar 

object without seeing every aspect of its composition.5  The subject grasps the whole in viewing 

parts, or in experiencing certain perspectival views, though there is more to be seen beyond these 

parts and views.6  Likewise, in an extension of this reasoning, the subject can grasp an object as 

familiar though there are elements of newness that define the object in a given temporally and 

spatially rooted experience.  An object may be viewed in new lighting, or at a new angle, but the 

subject, in seeing so as to recognize, need not grasp these details in order to see, and recognize, 

the object.  Though elements of newness may be present, the subject, who does not need to see 

such elements in order to recognize, may not engage the elements of newness. 

                                                 
5 Maurice Merleau-Ponty aids us in understanding this phenomenon in “The Primacy of 
Perception”.  He deems the synthesis that allows for perceived unity to be non-intellectual.  In 
perception, the object is real: “it is given as the infinite sum of an indefinite series of perspectival 
views in each of which the object is given but in none of which is it given exhaustively” 
(Merleau-Ponty, 15). 
6 Merleau-Ponty addresses this point in considering a paradox: that of immanence and 
transcendence.  He says,  “Thus there is a paradox of immanence and transcendence in 
perception.  Immanence, because the perceived object cannot be foreign to him who perceives; 
transcendence, because it always contains something more than what is actually given” 
(Merleau-Ponty, 16). 
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In standard seeing, the subject does not engage so as to see objects in themselves, and so 

sees them so as to recognize them and use them as means to ends, which does not entail seeing 

elements of the new.  While this is so for the subject in standard seeing, it is not so for the 

engaged art viewer in seeing art.  In viewing art as an engaged viewer, one uses perception to see 

maximally, rather than minimally as a means to merely recognize.  She perceptually engages so 

as to see content, and its elements of newness, in itself.  As I will argue, seeing in everyday life 

need not only involve standard seeing.  The experience of viewing Paintings in an engaged 

manner can allow the viewer to bring an ability to engage the in-itself of objects and people upon 

returning to the realm of everyday life. 

ART FORMS 

One engages art differently than one engages everyday objects.  However, there are many 

art forms that one could choose to closely examine as a means of analyzing the power of art, and 

one would be rightly curious in wondering what is distinct about Painting and why I take this 

form as my primary focus.  Before delving into the nature of Painting as compared to that of 

other art forms, we must distinguish between paintings as material objects and Paintings as 

visual objects. In discussing painting we refer to both material objects that are paintings, 

canvases with frames and paint on one side, and visual objects, the visual images. We may 

distinguish between these two referents in calling the first a painting and the second a Painting.  

Paintings in the first sense are material objects of a specific sort, namely fairly flat objects 

covered in paint.  Paintings in the second sense are unique objects in that they lack materiality, 

and are instead objects only in their visuality.  We engage Paintings in this second sense in 
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viewing prints and photographs of paintings, but also in engaging original works.7  I distinguish 

between these two understandings of paintings as objects because it is significant as to whether 

one engages paintings as material objects or Paintings as visual objects in regard to the 

perceptual possibilities for the viewer.  In engaging Paintings as visual objects, rather than or in 

addition to as material objects of a certain sort, the viewer positions herself to visually engage 

with the specific content of a given Painting in a way that can yield a transformation in how she 

sees. 

Paintings, understood as visual objects, have distinct qualities that make them optimal art 

objects for consideration when concerned with ways of seeing.  A Painting is unique in that it is 

neither in space nor in time in the standard sense.  To understand what this means, let us consider 

the spatial and temporal nature of Painting as opposed to sculpture, music, and dance, the 

characteristics of which are summarized in the following chart.8 

ART FORM IN SPACE? OVER TIME? 

Painting No, it is flat. No, it remains fixed over time. 

Sculpture Yes, it is three-dimensional. No, it remains fixed over time. 

Music No. Yes, it comes to be in time. 

Dance Yes. Yes, it comes to be in time. 

 

                                                 
7 In some cases, it is difficult to separate a painting from a Painting in viewing an original work, 
if, for example, the paint of the work is extremely thick, layered, and sculptural.  This point was 
raised by Susan Feagin.  While I note this, my point holds that to view a Painting as a visual 
object and as a material object are distinct, and that a very special sort of experience can arise in 
viewing a Painting as a visual object as opposed to as a material object. 
8 Notably, there are many forms of visual arts.  In my discussion, the painting category generally 
covers additional forms: photography, photomontage, and drawing.  However, my argument will 
focus on paintings in the traditional sense, as paintings in the traditional sense serve as paradigm 
cases in their ability to enable one to experience the fantastical. 
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 Sculpture and Painting are fixed in time.9  Whereas they do not need time to come to take 

their form as art, except for in their creation, music and dance need time to take their full form. 

This is made especially evident if one considers what it would be like to freeze time for each of 

the art forms.  Music would not play.  Dance would not happen.  However, Painting and 

sculpture would exist in the same way as they would over time.  This is not to suggest that 

sculpture and Painting are wholly similar; there is a divide within the visual arts.  Sculptures 

exist in space as do everyday objects.  One can walk around them and can, in touching them, 

grasp them, the art objects, as one would everyday objects.10  Unlike sculptures, Paintings are 

flat.  One cannot see a Painting from the back, nor can one touch the objects in a Painting and 

grasp anything more than the texture of its materials that constitute its being a painting object.  

This is not so with sculpture, as in sculpture the materiality cannot be separated from its visual 

qualities in this way.  This is precisely why we do not conceive of a Sculpture as its visual 

qualities, for to strip materiality from our focus in the case of a sculpture cannot be done, 

whereas with a Painting it can.11  The objects of Paintings are two dimensional, and in this sense 

Paintings do not exist in space.  Of course, a painting takes up space in the sense that a canvas 

and layers of paint take up minimal space.  However, the object of the art form, the Painting, 

does not take up three-dimensional space.  Thinking about it as taking up space is to take it to be 

                                                 
9 This point is not meant to suggest that we do not grasp these art forms over time.  As will be 
discussed in more detail, there can be motion and temporality in Paintings, which can take 
several forms, that comes out of their being fixed in time.  This point is not to gloss over these 
nuances, but rather to assert that Painting and sculpture are fundamentally fixed in time as art 
forms.  Paintings and sculpture do not develop or change over time, even if one’s engagement 
with them might. 
10 Of course, this is in cases not allowed.  The point that sculptures, if touched, can be grasped 
holds, regardless of whether this touching is permitted. 
11 This is not to suggest that a Painting can exist without its material form.  A Painting would not 
exist if it were not also a painting.  However, a Painting can be considered as a visual object in a 
way that does not require considering its material constitution.  This is why Painting can be seen 
as a purely visual object in a way that sculpture cannot. 
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a painting rather than a Painting.  The Painting, the visual object, lacks depth.  Painting is unique 

in that it does not require space or time to fundamentally be Painting.  The significance of these 

observations will become clearer through a more extensive analysis of the nature of Painting and 

an examination of two key examples. 

 
ART OBJECT: PAINTING 
 

As a means for opening up our more focused discussion of Painting as an art form, let us 

consider a chart that maps the defining characteristics of Painting and what they allow the viewer 

to experience. 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC GENERALIZED 
CHARACTERISTIC 
TYPE 

ALLOWS VIEWER TO 
EXPERIENCE 

Flat (takes up no space) Depth Nature of visualizing depth 
Still (takes up no time) Stillness/Motion Nature of experiencing 

temporality and movement 
Colored (without being shaped) That which is perceptible Nature of encountering the 

perceptible 
Contentful Subject Nature of the subject of the 

painting, including the object 
within the Painting and 
potentially also as lined to a 
similar (or same) object in 
the world (potentially 
differently or more fully).  

 
In viewing a Painting, the viewer encounters its four fundamental characteristics: 

flatness, stillness, coloredness, and contentfulness.12 Within a Painting, elements are suspended 

and fixed: depth, motion, and color.  In the optimal case, in which the viewer is a master and the 

                                                 
12 The Medium Specificity Thesis states that different art forms can be essentialized.  This can be 
problematic in that art forms can overlap.  This point was raised by Susan Feagin.  While this is 
so, the way in which Painting is defined by these characteristics, but also does not conform to 
them, is powerful.  I highlight these qualities as part of the nature of Painting, but also rely on 
Painting’s ability to work from within them to extend beyond them as part of what is key to the 
power of Painting. 
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viewing conditions are ideal, the viewer can engage the suspended elements again and again and 

for as long as she wants.  The Painting will remain unaltered. Unlike in the world where there is 

depth, motion, and color shifts, in a Painting there is a suspension in regard to these elements. 

This allows for engagement with the content of the Painting that is different than engagement 

with subject matter in the world.  Further, these suspended elements can be uniquely constituted, 

giving a Painting its own world of space, time, color, and thus content.  As a source of uniquely 

constituted and engaged content, Painting is the optimal site for the master viewer, skilled in 

positioning herself to experience the fantastical, to experience the fantastical.  To make this 

clearer, let us examine the characteristics of Painting as well as how they relate to each other in 

more detail. 

Paintings are flat.  This defining characteristic concerns the spatiality of Painting.  Here 

we ought to again stress the distinction between a painting as a material object and a Painting as 

a visual object.  Paintings as material objects do have some depth: the width of the canvas and 

that of the frame in which it is situated.  However, the Painting as the visual image lacks this 

depth.  Even if the painting object is three dimensional, and even if the object depicted is a three-

dimensional object, the Painting is in its nature depthless.  Importantly, though they are flat, 

Paintings can exhibit a sense of depth or dimension.  Paintings take up minimal space while 

containing the possibility of exhibiting a sense of spatiality.  Notably, the spatiality created in 

Paintings is often not geometrically accurate and does not precisely match the spatiality of the 

world.13  Here, we see two ways in which a Painting could be said to have depth: in its nature as 

an object that happens to be a painting, and in that which it depicts.  A painting will always have 

depth in the first sense, and it is also possible for a Painting to have depth in the second sense.  

                                                 
13 This point, as well as the kind of language used to articulate it, I attribute to Danielle Macbeth. 
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Having depth in the first sense, or in the first and second, will not compromise the flatness 

characteristic of Painting, for Painting is in its nature not spatial.14 

Paintings are still.  Whereas the flatness of Paintings concerns spatiality, the stillness of 

Paintings concerns time and motion.  No matter how long one looks at a Painting, the Painting 

will remain the same, as time is not needed to allow a Painting to be what it is.  Though this is 

the case, Paintings may seem to contain movement and a temporal dimension.15  In a basic sense, 

time is involved in Painting in that one spends time when one views Painting in an engaged way.  

One cannot view and take away from a Painting if one does not spend time looking at the 

Painting.  Additionally, one can experience movement through space as one engages a 

Painting.16  In viewing a painting over time, it can seem as though there is movement over time 

in the work.  By this, I do not mean that one may actually believe pieces of the Painting to be 

moving.  However, the time of the Painting can be experienced as dynamic rather than static.  As 

with spatiality, this time may not match the sense of time one experiences in engaging the 

everyday world.17  Though the Painting does not unfold in time, even when one takes time to 

engage it, there can be an element of temporal movement that can be experienced.  It can seem as 

                                                 
14 Though not spatial in that Paintings are flat, Paintings do have locations in space.  In some 
cases, the location of a Painting contributes to the experience of viewing the Painting 
significantly.  This point was raised by Susan Feagin and Jerry Miller. 
15 Merleau-Ponty discusses this idea in “Eye and Mind”: “But the immobile canvas could suggest 
a change of place in the same way that a shooting star’s track on my retina suggests a transition, 
a motion not contained in it.  The painting itself would offer to my eyes almost the same thing 
offered them by real movements: a series of appropriately mixed, instantaneous glimpses along 
with, if a living thing is involved, attitudes unstably suspended between a before and an after” 
(Merleau-Ponty, 184). 
16 This point is related to experiencing both depth and time in painting. 
17 This is not to assume that there is one way of experiencing time in the world or that there has 
always been a fixed sense of time.  In fact, the idea of measuring time in fixed units is a fairly 
modern notion.  However, one may in viewing a Painting experience time as notably different 
from the sense of time experienced in everyday life from her own point of view. 
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though the objects of the Painting move over time.18 Further, there can be temporality in the 

traces of the production of Paintings.  Finally, time can be experienced in how the objects of 

Painting can seem to have a past and a future.  The content of a Painting can seem to be 

temporally situated, even though Painting can only give a slice of the history of that which it 

depicts.   

The third characteristic, color, diverges from the first two in the ways it can be engaged.  

In a sense, it is the most accessible characteristic for the amateur viewer.  Paintings contain 

color, which makes up the visual image of the Painting at the most basic level.  In looking at a 

Painting, one immediately sees the objects depicted, or that none are depicted, and in doing so 

experiences the color of the Painting in a way that requires less sophistication than engaging the 

characteristics of flatness and stillness of the Painting.19  The color characteristic of Painting is 

what can allow for an amateur viewer to see an object, or a lack of an object, in looking at a 

Painting.  This is not to suggest that the non-master viewer sees color as enabling her to see 

objects.  Contrarily, it is likely that she experiences seeing and recognizing the objects.  

However, this is done through the coloring of Painting, and in first engaging recognizable objects 

the viewer also engages the coloring of the objects.  The way in which this occurs in Painting is 

                                                 
18 Merleau-Ponty refers to the example of Gericault’s horses.  When photographed, horses may 
appear to be stuck in place.  However, in the Painting, the horses, assuming positions impossible 
for horses to actually assume, they appear to be running, moving through space in time.  In this 
way, a moment as captured by Painting can seem to have more motion than a moment as 
captured by a photograph, a medium typically thought to more adequately reflect the nature of 
the real world (Merleau-Ponty, 185). 
19 Aristotle, in discussing proper and common objects, explains that some objects are perceived 
by a single sense, proper objects, whereas others are not linked to a single sense, common 
objects.  He explains, “Sight, for instance, is of color” (418a.14).  Motion and rest are common 
objects.  He explains, “a certain sort of motion, for instance, is perceptible by both touch and 
sight” (418a.20).  It is interesting that Painting is purely visual and can only be engaged through 
sight, yet contains elements considered to be both proper and common objects.  Color is most 
accessible to the viewer in part because it is seen, and Paintings are engaged through sight. 
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distinct.  In everyday engagement with objects, one encounters colors along with the objects.  In 

seeing objects according to their instrumental value, color may be missed, for recognizing the 

use value of the object may not entail engaging its coloration, something to be seen when the 

object is engaged in itself.  In Painting, to see objects is to see colors.  Having no aim to use the 

objects of the work, the viewer does not overlook color.  More significantly, she cannot overlook 

color, for color is the means by which an object in a Painting takes its form.  Without color 

differentiation, Paintings would not have objects.  While the coloring of Painting is accessible 

given its close relationship to the things being depicted, this is not to say that coloring must 

match the coloring of the depicted objects as they are, or would be, as removed from the 

Painting.  Things need not be depicted as being colored the way they actually are, though 

perhaps it is the case for the amateur viewer that Paintings are better when their coloring 

accurately matches that of the depicted objects.  It is important that things in a Painting can be 

depicted as being colored the way they actually are, whereas, in regard to depth and stillness, 

there is no way for a Painting to ever not be flat or ever move.  Yet, color is distinctive when 

involved in Painting because coloration is fixed.  Whereas an object might appear to be 

differently colored in different lighting, in optimal conditions, as in a gallery, regulations limit 

variability in lighting.20  There are no windows and no shadows, and lighting is regulated so as to 

allow the viewer to engage the Painting, as opposed to how it may appear in a given lighting. 

                                                 
20 Paintings that are not in galleries should not be discounted.  Some Paintings have locations 
that are not gallery settings and gain their status as optimal art objects from these locations, for 
example Paintings within cathedrals.  However, the gallery is the clearest case for exhibiting the 
importance of settings that allow for engaging Paintings, and their coloration, in themselves, as 
opposed to how they appear based on shifting external factors. 
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 In engaging the spatial, temporal, and coloration characteristics of a Painting, one can 

engage the content of the Painting.21  To engage the content of a Painting is not merely to 

recognize the content as portraying an object in the world, or as being representational.  Instead, 

by engaging the visual characteristics of Painting, one engages the content of a Painting in itself.  

By this, I mean that one engages the nature of the content as it exists in the world of the Painting, 

a world with a distinct space, time, and color.  Instead of seeing an object while also seeing a 

Painting with unique modes of depth, temporal qualities, and coloration, one can see the content 

of the Painting: the object as part of a world with these modes.  There is not a strict separation 

between the object of a Painting and the way in which the characteristics of Painting play out in 

the Painting.  The content of the Painting gives more than an object.  It also gives what I will call 

the subject of the work: the object in a world with distinct spatial, temporal, and coloration 

qualities.22  To engage the content of a Painting in this way is to engage the object, part of the 

content of the Painting, in itself, rather than according to the world-based knowledge and labels 

that one brings to it. 

 Engaging content in this way enables engaging the subjects of Paintings, and thus the 

objects that are part of such subjects, in themselves.  When the content that the viewer engages is 

new, the viewer can experience the fantastical.  To experience the fantastical is to engage new 

content, as it exists in the world of the Painting, in itself, to the end of seeing differently upon 

disengaging with the content of the Painting.  Engagement content in itself in Paintings can yield 

a transformation in standard seeing: instead of seeing objects recognitionally and according to 

                                                 
21 This engagement is practical rather than necessarily acknowledged or articulated.  In engaging 
these qualities, one need not know one is doing so.  This point was raised by Danielle Macbeth. 
22 I refer to both the subject and the content of a Painting.  The subject is the content, but it 
evokes the specific nature of such content.  However, I use these terms interchangeably, as in a 
given case the content of a Painting is its subject. 
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ends outside of themselves, one can see them according to how one sees them in themselves in 

Paintings.  To experience this transformation in seeing is to experience the fantastical. 

EXAMPLES: VAN GOGH AND POLLOCK 
 

The following chart maps the defining characteristics of Painting as they appear in a 

paradigmatic example of a Painting, Van Gogh’s A Pair of Shoes (1885). 

DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC IN THIS 
PARTICULAR PIECE 

Flat Depth that exhibits the materiality of the 
shoes.  The shoes appear to be within a space. 

Still (the shoes in the painting do not move) Stillness of the shoes in relation to their 
surroundings. 

Colored (lots of yellow and dark green) The coloring of the Painting gives us shoes 
with certain perceptible characteristics.  
These include, for example, the tough texture 
of the shoes and the leathery smell of the 
shoes. 

Contentful (basic content: the shoes, full 
content: the shoes in their world) 

The subject of the Painting, which includes 
the shoes as well as the human nature of 
the peasant woman who has spent time 
walking in the well-worn shoes. 

 
 
 Though the Painting is flat, the shoes appear to be materially situated in a given space 

with depth.  They sit on the floor and appear as though they were just taken off, though the space 

in which they sit is not detail-filled.  The shoes are the focus of the scene, yet it is significant that 

they are in a strong sense situated within the scene. 

This temporality of the piece manifests itself in five distinct ways that deserve individual 

articulation.  On a basic level, the experience of engaging the shoes in their given scene with 

their given history is a process that occurs over time, though the Painting will remain unchanged 

over time.  Second, the shoes in the Painting are fixed.  As the object of a Painting, they cannot 

move, nor be worn.  Third, the stillness may be experienced as significant given that it captures 
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objects that are usually in motion, as worn by people as they move, navigate, and perform tasks. 

This type of stillness is not covered by an explanation of the shoes as unmoving objects, as they 

might be if the shoes sat on display in a shoe store.  Instead, we experience stillness in what we 

normally see in motion.  Fourth, there is a sense in which their stillness eerily expresses motion 

by absence.  It is as if there is motion in the scene, but at this moment the shoes stand profoundly 

still.  This arrested stillness is a distinct expression of temporality, evoking peculiar stillness, as 

if the shoes are waiting.  The tension of the stillness extends beyond the fact that shoes are 

objects usually in motion.  Rather, its peculiarity allures and captures.  Finally, there is 

temporality in that the shoes, the object of the Painting, clearly have a history.  They are old, and 

they cause one to think about time.  This history is connected to the striking stillness of the 

shoes, as knowing that the shoes have a long past contributes to the power of their sitting still, 

their waiting.  The shoes have been around for a long time, though in the Painting they are 

captured in a single moment. 

The coloring of the Painting depicts a pair of shoes that seem to have perceptible 

characteristics.  For instance, it allows one to see the texture of the shoes and, though one cannot 

smell the shoes, makes one confident that the shoes do have a smell.  One could engage the work 

as an amateur viewer and merely recognize the shoes.  However, the particular richness of the 

coloring can be further experienced to reveal these qualities, even if the shoes are first engaged 

according to their primary nature as shoe-objects. 

One could look at this painting and just see the shoes without actively engaging the depth 

and potential movement that is contained in its flatness and stillness.  However, this would 

prevent the viewer from gaining a sense of the full subject matter of the piece.  The Painting 

would be a picture of an object and not much more.  With the movement, in this case a particular 
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eerily still movement, and depth of the Painting, the Painting reveals a world.  Depth and 

movement can be experienced from that which is flat and that which is still, and colors reveal 

perceptible qualities.  Instead of being merely a picture of a pair of shoes, the Painting reveals 

the being in the world of the peasant woman who has worn the shoes well. 

Heidegger provides an account of what a master of sorts may see, and in doing so allows 

the amateur to appreciate what this experience is like.  Heidegger, who is not concerned with 

discerning between different forms of perceptual engagement with Paintings, describes an 

experience of viewing the work that incorporates elements of different types of viewer 

engagement.  The experience yields engaging with newness that at times yields an experience of 

newness in the form of critical and culturally grounded knowledge, and at other times newness 

that relies on engaging the content of the Painting in itself.  Heidegger explains that it is possible 

to engage the Painting without seeing its content in itself.  Instead, one may look at the work and 

see the shoes as mere equipment.  We may see, 

A pair of peasant shoes and nothing more.  And yet—  
 
From the dark opening of the worn insides of the shoes the toilsome tread of the 
worker stares forth.  In the stiffly rugged heaviness of the shoes there is the 
accumulated tenacity of her slow trudge through the far-spreading and ever 
uniform furrows of the field swept by a raw wind.  On the leather lie the 
dampness and richness of the soil.  Under the soles slides the loneliness of the 
field-path as evening falls.  In the shoes vibrates the silent call of the earth, its 
quiet gift of the ripening grain and its unexplained self-refusal in the fallow 
desolation of the wintry field. 

  
 In these opening lines, Heidegger describes the opening up of a world. Through the 

Painting, Heidegger sees shoes that are perceptible, that are tied to the life of a woman, and that 

open up a world of feelings and being.  He describes the sensible qualities of the shoes that 

extend beyond the qualities applicable to paint on canvas: he refers to the stiffness of the shoes 
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and the dampness of the soil on the shoe’s tie.  He introduces a person into the world of the 

shoes: the worker. Already, we see much more than a pair of shoes.   

That which we see, according to Heidegger’s description, importantly involves two 

types of engagement.  To see the worn shoes, their heaviness as well as the trudge of their 

wearer, is to perceive as a viewing master, engaging the content of the Painting in itself.  To see 

these things, all that is necessary is to perceive so as to openly engage with the new.  Yet, to see 

the wearer of the shoes as a worker on a field is to apply specific critical knowledge to the 

viewing experience.  To know that the shoes belong to a worker, the viewer must have an 

understanding of the nature of peasant shoes as they exist in a given place and time in history.  

Though the viewer sees this in the shoes, she also brings cultural knowledge to her viewing 

experience as a critical master, which in turn allows her to see the occupation of the wearer and 

the nature of her workplace in viewing the shoes.  The final two lines of this excerpt each 

include elements of two types of engaged seeing and further highlight that Heidegger’s 

experience reflects both of these types.  To see the loneliness of the field-path as evening falls is 

to see anew based on perceptual engagement.  It is to engage the shoes in themselves so as to 

yield seeing a state of being, loneliness.  But, to see this loneliness as connected to a field-path 

is to engage the shoes with an understanding of their existence in the world at a historical time 

and place.  It is to engage the shoes with a certain knowledge about their nature that affects how 

they are seen.  A similar analysis can be conducted for the final sentence.  To see “the silent call 

of the earth” vibrating in the shoes is to see a world based on perceptually engaging masterfully, 

whereas to see this as connected to grain and to the wintry field is to see shoes in a given time 

and place based on engaging with critical mastery.  

Heidegger continues:  
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This equipment is pervaded by uncomplaining anxiety as to the certainty of bread, 
the wordless joy of having once more withstood want, the trembling before the 
impending childbed and shivering at the surrounding menace of death.  This 
equipment belongs to the earth, and it is protected in the world of the peasant 
woman.  From out of this protected belonging the equipment itself rises to its 
resting-within-itself. 

 
But perhaps it is only in the picture that we notice all this about the shoes.  The 
peasant woman, on the other hand, simply wears them.   
 

 The state of the shoes, as equipment “resting-within-itself”, evokes a provocative 

stillness of that which is normally in motion, the shoes as they wait for their wearer in her 

world.  The Painting serves as the site of these shoes, which sets the stillness of the shoes 

within a site that is in its nature still. Heidegger poses the possibility that all we see about 

the world of the shoes comes from the picture of the shoes, not from the shoes as they 

exist on their own.  Heidegger makes reference to the peasant woman’s engagement with 

the shoes, explaining that she simply wears the shoes.  This claim notably simplifies the 

peasant woman’s potential understanding of her relationship with her shoes and presents 

the peasant’s life as condescendingly simple, yet also highlights how we often engage use 

objects in standard seeing: as means for ends, rather than as objects to be engaged in 

themselves.  Heidegger continues to elaborate on the world of the peasant woman, whose 

life we get through a Painting of shoes: 

If only this simple wearing were so simple.  When she takes off her shoes late in 
the evening, in the deep but healthy fatigue, and reaches out for them again in the 
still dim dawn, or passes them by on the day of rest, she knows all this without 
noticing or reflecting.  The equipmental quality of the equipment consists indeed 
in its usefulness.  But this usefulness itself rests in the abundance of an essential 
being of the equipment.  We call it reliability.  By virtue of this reliability the 
peasant woman is made privy to the silent call of the earth; by virtue of the 
reliability of the equipment she is sure of her world.  World and earth exist for 
her, and for those who are with in her mode of being, only thus—in the 
equipment.  We say “only” and therewith fall into error; for the reliability of the 
equipment first gives to the simple world its security and assures to the earth the 
freedom of its steady thrust. 
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 In this account of the peasant shoes, there is a rich world of the life of the peasant woman 

and her interactions with what one may take to be “only” a pair of shoes.  As Heidegger explains, 

we do not become aware of this richness from the shoes.  He says, 

The equipmental quality of equipment was discovered.  But how?  Not by a 
description and explanation of a pair of shoes actually present; not by a report 
about the process of making shoes; and also not by the observation of the actual 
use of shoes occurring here and there; but only by bringing ourselves before Van 
Gogh’s painting.  This painting spoke.  In the vicinity of the work we were 
suddenly somewhere else than we usually tend to be (Heidegger 1971, 35). 

 
 Heidegger refers to the Painting as speaking: it speaks the life of the peasant woman.  

This imagery of the Painting as speaking highlights a connection between experience of a world 

and the articulation of that experience.  Here, visual imagery, in the absence of words, is said to 

speak to the viewer.  While perhaps in this case this is plausible, it may not be the case that all 

experiences of opening up to Painting speak in this way.  More significantly, it is not this 

articulation in natural language that constitutes the transformation in seeing that comes from 

engaging the visuality of Painting.  Heidegger’s account, which relies on viewing as both a 

critical and a viewing master, yields two productive types of engagement with the new: one that 

is connected to knowledge and one that allows for seeing the new in itself.  Heidegger’s assertion 

that the Painting takes you “somewhere else” captures both of these elements of the master’s 

engagement in a way that speaking does not.  The Painting takes the viewer to the world of the 

peasant, to an altered state of consciousness, to a world in space and time that arises from 

flatness and stillness.  

Rather than providing a copy or account of a pair of shoes, Van Gogh’s painting lets us 

“know what shoes are in truth” (Heidegger 1971, 35).  Heidegger’s account of the shoes opening 

us to the world of the peasant woman is significant to an understanding of the transformative 
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experience with which I am concerned.  Heidegger highlights that one would not learn about the 

world of the peasant woman from examining the shoes themselves in the same way, at least not 

until one was taught how to by the Painting.  In viewing the Painting, one might first just see 

shoes.  However, in engaging the work in a certain way, one can discover much more.  Though 

the Painting is flat, there is a space in which the shoes reside.  Though the Painting is still, there 

is a history of motion contained within the shoes.  Though the Painting is of shoes with fixed 

coloration, the specific coloring can reveal to us a world of the shoes.  Though in a sense 

containing merely a pair of shoes, the Painting is a site at which content can be engaged to the 

end of seeing a pair of shoes in themselves and more richly, as connected to being in the world 

rather than objects to be used for ends outside of themselves.  This way of seeing the shoes can 

be carried over into everyday seeing, when there is no isolated world, with unique temporality, 

spatiality, and coloration, to engage in itself, but just the everyday world of a mere pair of shoes. 

Jackson Pollock’s Number 1, 1950 is very different from the Van Gogh Painting in that it 

is an abstract work.  As such, its correspondence with objects in the world is different.  Further, 

analysis of this work based on our framework plays out differently in regard to the role of unique 

spatiality, temporality, and coloration, as is summarized in the following chart. 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC IN THIS 
PARTICULAR PIECE 

Flat Minimal depth that exhibits layers of colored 
splatters. 

Still (the paint splatters do not move) Sense of movement of the splatters. 

Colored (lots of yellow, light green, black, 
and white) 

The coloring of the painting gives us colored 
forms with certain perceptible 
characteristics.  These characteristics include 
the glossy texture of the forms and the sound 
of the forms as they move through space. 

Contentful (basic content: the color 
forms, full content: the color forms in 
their world) 

The subject of the painting, which includes 
the color forms as well as the world of 
orderly chaos in which they exist. 

 
 The Painting is flat and does not have depth in the same way that the Van Gogh Painting 

has depth.  There is an experience of actual depth in how the colors overlap to the extent that it 

seems that they are in space.  This sense of depth is distinct from that experienced in the Van 

Gogh piece, as the overlapping of paint that creates this depth is materially constituted.  Yet, it is 

not clear that there is a true sense of significant depth in the Painting.  In this case, it is the 

physicality of the paint itself that creates depth.  It is not as though the depicted subject is 

experienced as having significant depth, but rather that the paint as subject does have very 

minimal depth in its material nature. 

As for the temporality of the work, the Painting is still but evokes significant movement.  

As in viewing any Painting, there is temporality in the viewing experience, though the Painting is 

fixed in time.  Additionally, and more specific to this piece, it is difficult to ground the gaze in 

experiencing the piece.23  This is a second temporal characteristic of the piece that relates to the 

temporality of the viewing experience, as opposed to temporality within the subject of the piece.  

                                                 
23 This may be thought to be due to the size of the work, as the piece is very large.  The size of 
the piece does contribute to an inability to ground the gaze, but even in scaled down 
reproductions of the work, the subject of the piece prevents grounding, suggesting that it is not 
size alone but also content that promotes this temporal element in the work. 
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The nature of the subject of the Painting lends itself to shifting one’s eyes, yielding temporality 

within the viewing experienced that is caused by the subject.  It is difficult to fixate on one point 

due to how the elements of the Painting interact with one another.  The splatters do not contain 

temporal history in the way that Van Gogh’s shoes do.  However, the piece does make one aware 

that the process by which it was made was one of motion over time.  In the Van Gogh piece, the 

historically temporal element involved the nature of the subject: the shoes.  In the Pollock piece, 

there is a historically temporal element, but it concerns the material of the work: the paint.  In 

this way, the history is about the life of the paint, rather than the shoes, and so necessarily 

involves the process of the Painting’s creation. 

The colors of the Painting give us the colored forms of the work.  There is a sense in 

which these forms have perceptible characteristics, but these characteristics could be said to 

apply to the paint, the material of the piece, or to the forms, the splatters.  In the case of this 

piece, the paint and what is painted are difficult to separate. There is a sense in which the subject 

of the Painting is Painting itself.  Its essence as Painting and painting coincide.  The work is in 

this sense performative, performing what it is: paint on a canvas.  Whereas in the Van Gogh 

piece color accompanied object recognition, in this case colors are recognized with the splatters 

in a way that does not privilege splatter over color or color over splatter. Though not 

recognizable as objects to be recognized or used, the paint is chaotically splattered with the same 

regularity throughout the whole of the work, providing a vast visual space to engage. 

A Heideggerian description akin to that for the Van Gogh piece cannot be told for this 

Painting.  The Pollock piece does not speak in the same way that the Van Gogh piece speaks.  In 

engaging the content of the piece in itself, one does not experience an articulated story of a world 

in the sense that one can when encountering content in itself that contains a familiar object such 
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as a pair of shoes.  In this way, it is a powerful example in allowing us to see the nature of 

visually engaging without being preoccupied by recognition and articulation.  To say that there is 

no story to be told is not to say that the work cannot be experienced in a way that yields 

transformation.  In this case, experiencing movement from stillness and the coloring of the 

Painting are especially significant in grounding an ability to engage the content of the Painting. 

The movement in the experience of viewing the work, which is utterly still, is powerful in its 

ability to allow one to see the movement within visuality. 

At first, we may see paint and nothing more.  And yet- 

As the gaze moves from paint splatter to paint splatter, one becomes immersed.  In the 

overlaps of the paint there is a world of color and visuality.  There is motion in the gaze as it tries 

to ground itself on a point.  Unable to do so, one follows the movements and engages pure 

visuality.  One sees, and this seeing becomes everything.  One sees how one is seeing.  One lacks 

words, one cannot ground experience in explanation, and one loses one’s awareness of being an 

individual positioned in front of a work of art.  Immersed in pure visuality, there is no language 

and no concepts.  One has entered a world of unspeakable orderly chaos. 

Van Gogh gives us a recognizable object, whereas Pollock gives us something 

unrecognizable.  The shoes can be recognized as objects to be worn, whereas the paint splatters 

cannot be recognized as something to be used for ends outside of themselves.  In the case of the 

Van Gogh piece, experiencing depth in flatness is particularly significant to the opening up of the 

world of the shoes, whereas in the case of the Pollock piece, experiencing motion in stillness is 

particularly significant.  Despite these key differences, both works have content that can be 

engaged in itself, as well as newness that can potentially be engaged by a master viewer.  Both, I 

suggest, are paradigm cases of sites at which to experience the fantastical. 
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THE MASTER VIEWER 

As has been suggested, the type of mastery with which one engages a Painting 

determines the type of experience one can have in viewing the Painting.  In Heidegger’s 

description of A Pair of Shoes, we can identify elements within a particular viewing experience 

that correspond with two types of mastery: critical mastery and viewing mastery.  As we have 

seen in this case, an individual can engage with both forms of mastery, exemplifying how, in 

practice, a master will fall somewhere on the continuum between engaging with viewing mastery 

and critical mastery.  However, distinguishing between these two types of mastery highlights the 

particular power of viewing mastery in its ability to allow for an experience of the fantastical.  In 

altering her position on the continuum so as to favor viewing master, a master will position 

herself so as to potentially experience the fantastical to the end of seeing anew. 

Critical mastery is a form of intellectual mastery, entailing an ability to engage works 

with a certain level of knowledge.  In order to become a critical master, one must acquire the 

skills to ground a piece in a given context, familiarity with the art historical tradition so as to 

decipher the message and meaning of a piece, and proper knowledge so as to be able to 

recognize the formal qualities of the work.24  In regard to newness, the critical master seeks that 

                                                 
24 A more detailed account of the stages of mastery can be given. Abigail Housen has proposed 
an account of visual literacy based on data from museum studies.  Housen distinguishes between 
five developmental stages of aesthetic development: the accountive stage, the constructive stage, 
the classifying stage, the interpretive stage, and the creative reconstructive stage.  In the 
accountive stage, the viewer recognizes the obvious and the familiar.  In the constructive stage, 
the viewer is a bit more reflective, comparing works to her experience and attempting to see the 
works as purpose-serving.  At this stage, the viewer is starting to engage the work in some way, 
but is not yet focused on the right things.  In the classifying stage, the viewer focuses on form, 
context, and artistic intentions, removing her personal experiences to a greater degree from her 
viewing experience.  At this stage, she comes to see the art object according to what it brings 
forth, independent of her own personal history.  In the interpretive stage, the viewer moves 
beyond formal elements to engage symbolism and feelings.  In the creative reconstructive stage, 
the viewer treats the work as a world, engaging all of its formal elements in addition to all of the 
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which is novel to the art historical tradition.  She desires newness in the form of knowledge, 

approaching potential newness from a stance so as to contribute to her database of knowledge of 

the trends, phenomena, and movements in art.  The critical master can learn from Paintings, 

acquiring conceptualized and articulated knowledge.  Her perceptual engagement is tied to 

concepts, and so yields discerning, refining, and building content in the form of knowledge.  

Characterizing critical mastery serves as a useful tool in highlighting three key points of 

divergence between critical and viewing mastery.  First, whereas critical mastery entails 

intellectual mastery, viewing mastery entails a unique form of perceptual mastery.  Second, 

whereas the critical master approaches a Painting seeking newness that can be articulated and 

conceptualized, the viewing master seeks to engage new content in itself.  Third, whereas critical 

mastery potentially yields an experience of obtaining conceptualized, articulated knowledge, 

viewing mastery potentially yields an experience of the fantastical.  

To be a perceptual master is to engage the distinct visual qualities of Paintings: their 

flatness, stillness, coloration, and thus their content.  In order to become a viewing master who 

engages such qualities, one moves from recognizing the visual content of Painting based on 

familiarity to engaging the visual content of Painting in itself.   The steps to becoming a viewing 

master rely only on approaching a Painting with openness and engaging the content of the work 

in itself.  As such, viewing mastery is an accessible form of mastery. 

                                                                                                                                                             
ways of encountering the world.  Housen says, “In the end, based on what he sees, what he 
knows, and what he feels, the viewer reconstructs the work of art for himself, again and anew” 
(Housen, 3).  Interestingly, Housen’s account is not strictly for the critical master nor strictly for 
the viewing master.  Several of her proposed stages rely on critical knowledge, but the final stage 
echoes an experience based on engaging as a viewing master.  For my purposes, we need not 
construct individual detailed accounts for obtaining critical and viewing mastery, yet I note that a 
more robust account of developmental stages can be given. 
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The viewing master seeks newness and so approaches Paintings so as to encounter her 

desired form of newness: newness of content in itself.  The viewing master positions herself to 

encounter the new through an encounter with the subject of the Painting in itself, rather than as in 

relation to ends outside itself.  Encountering newness in the subject of the Painting arises from 

engaging content in itself.  Once the master viewer has obtained mastery, she can bring her 

ignorance and openness to seeing anew to viewing Paintings.  For, to see newness that arises 

from content in itself requires an openness to engaging the in-itself of such content.  This 

approach does not guarantee that the master viewer will encounter significant newness.  

However, in approaching Paintings so as to engage new content in itself, the viewing master 

positions herself to engage such newness if it is present. 

The master viewer engages the content of the Painting in itself, can encounter the 

newness within the content of the Painting in itself, and thus can be shaped by her experience to 

the end of experiencing the fantastical.  Her engagement is not tied to outside concepts as she 

engages the content in itself, and so her perceptual mastery allows her to see richness from 

individuality within Paintings.  Given her approach of being open to experience, she is engaged 

in the process of experiencing rather than results articulated in natural language.25  This allows 

her to experience the new content of a Painting and bring her experience of seeing the new to 

how she sees in the world.  She can experience a transformation in seeing that takes the form of 

seeing more richness.  The viewing master’s transformative experience of the fantastical allows 

her to see past discernments, to see more fully. 

A master viewer may bring cultural as well as art historical knowledge to her viewing 

experience, which will affect the nature of this experience.  To be able to connect an experience 

                                                 
25 This point was raised by Susan Feagin. 
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of the fantastical to an account of the experience in an articulated form, such as a narrative, is to 

use a form of critical mastery in conjunction with one’s viewing mastery.  Similarly, a critical 

master may bring some degree of viewing mastery to her engagement.  It is the critic who does 

so that we take to be the good critic.  To take a single articulated account of what a Painting is 

and does as the final word, critical mastery at its most extreme, is to miss something important 

about Painting: that it can be revisited time and again to yield new experiences that do not 

necessarily linearly build on one another.  Repeatedly approaching a work with critical mastery 

alone may yield further discernments, but not new experiences, suggesting that viewing master 

plays a key role even when one is primarily viewing as a critical master.  Even in productive 

combination with critical mastery, viewing mastery is profoundly, and distinctly, powerful in its 

ability to ground an experience of the fantastical. 

NEWNESS 
 

Experiencing the fantastical requires encountering the new. However, there are many 

types of newness, and experiencing the fantastical does not necessarily arise upon encountering 

all of these types.  Let us consider the ways in which there can be newness in everyday use 

objects, paintings, and Paintings, as a means of clarifying our notions of the new and determining 

the nature of the type of newness that grounds an experience of the fantastical. There are four 

general ways in which there can be newness: in encountering a new object, in encountering a 

new object in a new way, in encountering an visual aspect of the experience of encountering an 

object in a new way, and in experiencing newness in content.  These ways are characterized in 

the following chart: 
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Types of newness Everyday object painting Painting 

New object: familiar object-type X X X (within) 

New object: unfamiliar object-type X X X (within) 

Familiar object: new lighting X  X (within) 

Familiar object: new angle X  X (within) 

Newness in sense of depth   X 

Newness in sense of motion   X 

Newness in coloration   X 

Newness in content, in the subject matter X* X* X the fantastical 

 
 As for encountering everyday objects, newness can arise from new objects and from 

familiar objects in new conditions. When one sees any object for the first time, one encounters a 

new object.  In this way, there is a sense in which all everyday objects of experience are, or were 

at a point in time, new. In addition to coming from new objects, newness can come about in 

familiar objects in new conditions.  These conditions include lighting and viewing angle.  In 

engaging everyday objects with which one is familiar, it is possible that one will encounter the 

object in different lighting and from a different angle in distinct encounters with the object. 

 Paintings as material objects can be the source of newness in the form of new objects.26 

Every painting is a distinct object, and so in encountering a painting for the first time one will 

encounter a new object.  In this way, the encounter with newness that occurs in encountering a 

painting is the same in kind as the encounter with newness that occurs in encountering an 
                                                 
26 Given the strong link between everyday objects and paintings, one may be surprised that 
paintings cannot have newness in the form of new lighting and new viewing angles in the same 
way as everyday objects.  While paintings are in a sense equivalent to everyday objects, they are 
a specific sort of object, namely paintings.  Since we are concerned with the optimal viewing 
experience, we have placed the paintings we are considering in optimal conditions: in a gallery 
with fixed placement and lighting.  This being the case, the lighting that allows for viewing 
paintings does not change.  Further, while one might be able to engage a painting from different 
placements, given the flat nature of paintings this altered positioning of the viewer does not bring 
about a significant difference in how the painting is viewed. 
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everyday object.  Yet, a painting can also take the form of an unfamiliar object-type and be a 

source of newness.  Though perhaps this type of encounter does not occur frequently, it ought 

not be excluded as a theoretical possibility.  A painting can have an extremely peculiar shape, or 

exist on something other than a standard canvas.  The first uniquely shaped painting and the first 

wall painting experienced by the viewer are examples of unfamiliar-object type encounters with 

new paintings. 

 Paintings, as distinct from everyday objects and paintings as material objects, can be the 

source of newness in the form of new objects as well as familiar objects in new conditions, but 

also in the form of the modes of experiencing the worlds in which these objects exist.  Paintings 

can be the source of newness in the form of new objects, but not as new objects in themselves.  

One cannot encounter a Painting as a new object in the same sense one can encounter an 

everyday object or a painting.  This is so because a Painting is not an object in the standard 

sense.  Painting, as visual image, can be engaged visually, but not as a new thing or object in its 

own right.  Though it may contain an object and have a subject, it is not itself an object or 

subject.  This being the case, it cannot in itself be a source of newness as a new object.  

However, it can contain, in its content, a new object.  A Painting can depict the unfamiliar, which 

in the Painting can be engaged in itself. 

Additionally, it is possible to encounter profound newness arising from altered conditions 

in Paintings.  Paintings, as visual objects, contain objects within them.  Van Gogh’s piece 

contains a pair of peasant shoes, the object of the work.  Paintings, as distinct from paintings, 

contain a world of possibilities in objects they can contain and in the conditions of these 

contained objects.  A Painting can place shoes in altered lighting and at a new angle, while also 

serving as something that viewers, ideally, position themselves to engage.  In this way, the 
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newness from altered conditions that can occur in Paintings has potential to be readily engaged, 

as well as recognized, in a way that this newness as is found in everyday objects may not. 

It is possible for newness to take the form of experiencing a new sense of depth, motion, 

or coloration.  I have referred to the ways in which one experiences depth, motion, and 

coloration as modes of experiencing.  When newness takes the form of newly experiencing a 

mode, it can only occur with Painting as its source, and not from everyday objects or paintings.  

This is not to say that one cannot have an experiencing in which time feels different, where depth 

is experienced as different, or in which the coloration of an experience is unique from that in 

previous experiences.  However, in terms of analyzing objects as the source of this experience, 

everyday objects and paintings cannot be the source.  Everyday objects exist in space and in time 

in a certain manner and have distinct colorations.  This being the case, they cannot alter modes of 

experiencing in themselves.  Paintings, however, can.  Flat and still, they can contain depth and 

motion.  As visual objects, there coloration is directly tied to their form as Paintings.  In these 

ways, Paintings can be sources of newness in regard to modes of experiencing. 

In Painting, newness in depth, motion, and coloration can be engaged visually alongside 

engagement with new objects and objects in new conditions.  The newness in content that 

follows is the result of a combination of object newness, condition newness, and visual newness.  

The new content as stemming from these elements yields a newness about not just the object of 

the Painting, but the subject of the Painting.  The newness that arises from an object, such as a 

pair of shoes, and the newness of their world, can be engaged as new simultaneously.  This 

enables seeing the shoes in themselves, as they are the object of their own world. 

For use objects and paintings, there can be newness in content.  However, this type of 

newness in content is distinct from that involved in Painting.  For use objects, it is possible to 
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experience newness in content, but this newness is grounded in newness as provided by new 

objects or newness as provided by new conditions.  For example, one can imagine a case in 

which one sees a new pair of shoes that one has never seen before, and thus experiences newness 

in content in the form of being exposed to a new object.  Alternatively, one can imagine a case in 

which one sees a real pair of shoes in certain altered conditions and newly sees elements of the 

shoes.  To take both of these cases a step further, it can be the case that seeing a new pair of 

shoes or seeing a familiar pair of shoes in new conditions can reveal something of the world of 

the wearer of the shoes.  However, in both of these cases seeing the new content of the world of 

the shoes-wearer comes from seeing the shoes as they exist in a world with fixed modes.  It 

comes from the shoes in themselves, but as inextricably linked to the world in which modes of 

experiencing are the same for these shoes, shoes that are used, and all other objects and people.  

In this way, seeing the element of newness as arising from the shoes is connected to so much 

more, making it difficult to truly see the shoes in themselves. 

THE FANTASTICAL AND SEEING ANEW 

 Because Paintings allow for new objects and objects in new conditions to be engaged in 

themselves in their own worlds, they are sites for experiencing the fantastical. To experience the 

fantastical is to engage these worlds to the end of seeing differently when no longer in the 

presence of the Painting. Experiencing the fantastical entails seeing anew in the form of seeing 

not merely more, but in seeing richness that goes beyond categorizations.  To address this 

distinction, I will highlight two key characteristics of seeing anew that arise from experiencing 

the fantastical: to see anew is to experience anew rather than to articulate anew, to see anew is to 

see richness rather than discernments. 
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 First, to see anew upon experiencing the fantastical is to experience elements of the world 

anew, regardless of whether they can be explained as new.  One may put seeing anew into words 

or narrative, or one may not.  Heidegger, in describing the experience of viewing Van Gogh’s 

piece, puts his experience of newness into a narrative form.  As we have addressed in regard to 

different forms of mastery, critical mastery and viewing mastery can overlap in a single 

individual.  In seeing anew, these points hold: in experiencing elements of the world anew when 

one is no longer engaged with a Painting, one can articulate one’s experience, relying on critical 

mastery.  However, the seeing anew itself that results from the viewing mastery rather than the 

critical mastery is not in the form of articulated knowledge, but rather experience.  One may be 

affected by the fantastical in a way that alters one approach to the world as well as one’s 

knowledge, yet it is not in itself an experience that entails new articulated knowledge. 

 Second, the fantastical yields seeing richly in a way that does not entail seeing 

discernments.  To see anew as stemming from experiencing the fantastical is to see beyond 

standard recognitional seeing.  In seeing more as a result of engaging with a Painting, one does 

not necessarily have an improved ability to recognize objects, or characteristics of objects.  

Instead, one does have an improved ability to engage objects, or characteristics of objects, in 

themselves, as rich and whole, regardless of how they may be used for ends outside of 

themselves. 

Thus far, the fantastical has been presented as a phenomenon that yields positive results: 

seeing anew in a way that allows for seeing things in themselves rather than as instrumental.  

One may wonder whether the fantastical, as resulting from engagement with Paintings, can do 
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just as much harm as good in how it can change one’s way of seeing.27  One may argue that the 

power of Painting can be used to promote that which is not ethical, a world of violence, say, or a 

way of seeing others in a negative fashion.  While this could be the case if experiencing the 

fantastical were an experience rooted in obtaining knowledge, the fantastical does not promote 

views in a direct sense such as this.  The fantastical does not sway the viewer into beliefs.  

Rather, it is an experience that allows the viewer to engage with things in themselves. In 

allowing one to see anew, Painting can be the site at which one learns to see anew in a way that 

is removed from ethics and action.  We have seen such cases in examining Van Gogh’s A pair of 

shoes and Pollock’s Number 1, 1950.  The fact that Paintings can contain messages and sway the 

viewer into beliefs is an issue distinct from the power of the fantastical in allowing one to see 

anew.  Paintings can deceive and they can promote beliefs, but this does not take away from the 

power of the fantastical in allowing one to visually experience the world anew in the form of 

seeing elements of the world more fully, as things in themselves.  Painting, if understood 

according to its unique characteristics and capabilities as a site of newness, has the power to 

allow the master viewer to see anew to the end of seeing with more richness.  This richness need 

not detract from the viewer’s knowledge and views, though it is possible for her to use her 

critical skills to connect her experience to her knowledge. 

                                                 
27 One may wonder whether this power of Painting can do just as much harm as good in regard 
to promoting a more tolerant world.  This worry extends back to Plato, who adamantly makes 
clear the danger of art.  Representational, and potentially inaccurately so, art has the capacity to 
deceive.  This deceit is powerful, as it can shape the youth to the end of causing them to develop 
shame-worthy character.  Imitative arts are removed from truth, and its creators are 
unknowledgeable about that which they imitate.  Painting, a form of imitative art for Socrates, is 
a form of lying when it does not adequately resemble “the original”, which for Socrates is the 
thing it depicts.  In his negative scrutiny of painting, Plato captures its power.  Painting has the 
power to alter how one sees.  However, Plato does not adequately account for the positive 
ramifications of this power.  This fault lies in viewing Painting as mere representation. 
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THE FANTASTICAL AND GENDER 

In masterfully viewing a Painting, one can experience new objects and alteration of the 

familiar in conjunction with experiencing depth, motion, and coloration anew.  This yields seeing 

content in a unique and powerful manner that can ground an experience of the fantastical.  As 

Heidegger has shown, seeing anew can arise from being opened up to the rich world of a peasant 

woman from viewing a Painting of peasant shoes.  As engagement with Pollock’s Number 1, 

1950 has shown, seeing anew can take the form of seeing how one sees, as a result of attempting 

to ground how one sees in pure visuality.  Further, seeing anew can take the form of newly 

seeing others in their individuality.  The master viewer can experience the fantastical to the end 

of seeing past referents, and articulated concepts attached to identity, upon engaging others in the 

world. 

Articulated gender concepts are often closely linked to personal identity.  To identify the 

self or another as a man or a woman can be meaningful, as one’s gender can influence one’s 

opportunities as well as the way in which one is viewed.  Gender, as tied to politics, influences a 

mode of being, but does not exhaust it.  Judith Butler argues that though women may group 

themselves as one in order to form a unity from which to productively combat the status quo, 

there is more to identity than being a woman.  She explains, “If one ‘is’ a woman, that is surely 

not all one is; the term fails to be exhaustive, not because a pregendered ‘person’ transcends the 

specific paraphernalia of its gender, but because gender is not always constituted coherently or 

consistently in different historical contexts, and because gender intersects with racial, class, 

ethnic, sexual, and regional modalities of discursively constituted identities” (Butler, 4).  The 

term woman does not succeed in describing the identities of a given group, nor does it succeed in 

describing an aspect of identity in a clearly defined manner.  We are faced with an issue 
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concerning terms and identity: we make use of terms, yet the terms fail to provide the whole, 

diverse, complicated, multilayered picture of who we are as beings in the world. 

The way in which one visually engages according to standard seeing allows one to 

recognize and categorize others in regard to gender.  In our everyday experience of others, we 

read for gender cues and recognize people according to the referential concepts that structure 

their articulatable identities.  Seeing so as to recognize is potentially dangerous in that it allows 

for conceptual gender categorizations to obscure personhood.  I argue that though this will 

always be the case when engagement with others centers on any set of articulated concepts and 

referents used to recognize identity, the master viewer can have a transformative experience 

through engaging Painting that can allow her to see not merely using a different set of such 

concepts and referents, but as removed from these concepts and referents.  While one may argue 

that the realm of the visual is a site at which images are merely iconographic, always recognized 

according to the concepts attached to them, this is not so; in engaging the content of Painting in 

itself, one can see past such referents.28 

Experiencing the fantastical can arise out of engaging a Painting that has content that 

directly relates to gender identity.  This experience can shape the degree to which one sees 

according to personhood rather than according to concepts of gender and a strict normalized 

gender binary. Whereas sources of critical knowledge, including educational explanations as 

well as written arguments, can alter one’s conceptions of gender as well as one’s evaluations of 

others based on such conceptions, Painting can educate one’s understanding of gender in the 

realm of the visual.  It can do so in manner that is not directly linked to linguistic structures and 

terms, allowing one to see others as selves beyond categories, rather than according to 

                                                 
28 Idea raised by Jerry Miller. 
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normalized categories or even altered ones.  Let us delve into the way in which this can be so 

through a discussion of an example, Hannah Hoch’s Die starken Manner. 

This work toys with gender identity and its relationship with the body in overt ways.  

There is a sense in which this piece conveys a message that is temporally and culturally specific, 

and one might argue that to see the work as valuably playing with gender norms one must exist 

in a time and place in which this sort of questioning occurs.  At a time in which gender identity is 

a subject of questioning, it is reasonable that a piece such as this has an intentional message.  

However, this is not to say that the work cannot be engaged so as to see the content of the work 

in itself in a way that can yield a transformative experience of seeing anew.  While one can view 

the Painting as both a master critic and a master viewer simultaneously, viewing primarily as a 

master viewer can allow the viewer to experience an individual being beyond the gender 

concepts attached to her.29  To do so is to experience the content of the work in itself, as is made 

possible by engaging the characteristics of the work that are summarized in the following chart. 

 

 

                                                 
29 Lavin has analyzed this piece and provides an account of the experience of viewing the 
Painting.  He says: “For the viewer, the tendency is first to engage one half, then the other, 
through the different gazes.  Thus, the subject-object confusion can occur in terms of gender, 
posing the question of whether one is viewing a representation of the self or the Other” (Broude, 
334).  The viewer oscillates in focus, and in Lavin’s account also in how to ground the self in 
this experience.  There is a destabilization that occurs for the viewer.  While this account of the 
viewing experience is close to a description of an experience of the fantastical, it is an 
intellectualized account.  It is an account of combined viewing and critical mastery.  I argue that 
one can view the work as more of a viewing master than the one that is described in this account. 
The Painting need not create an experience that ends in posing a question.  Rather, in seeing the 
different depths in different fragments and engaging parts as well as the whole over time, the 
viewer can engage the being in itself to the end of seeing gender differently, regardless of 
whether she formulates or engages an articulated question about the subject-object confusion she 
encounters. 
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DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC IN THIS 
PARTICULAR PIECE 

Flat Depth that exhibits the being as situated in a 
space, with certain pieces containing more 
depth than others 

Still (the pieces of the photomontage do not 
move) 

Motion amongst the fragmented parts as they 
interact with each other 

Colored (lots of yellow, orange, and brown) The coloring of the Painting gives us a being 
with certain perceptible characteristics.  
These include, for example, the smooth as 
well as rough portions of the central face 

Contentful (basic content: fragments of 
human forms put together, full content: 
an individual being in her world) 

The subject of the Painting, which includes 
unified body fragments as well as a unique 
individual being 

 
 Though the Painting is flat, it reveals depth in distinct ways.  There are portions of the 

Painting that are flat and appear fairly flat, for example in the brown color patches.  Yet, other 

portions of the Painting appear to contain depth, such as the face in the middle of the Painting.  

This contrasting of fragments with depth and those without creates a sense of layering within the 

work, which allows for engaging pieces as distinct from one another while also being connected 

by the being they form.  Second, the portions with depth and those without interact with one 

another in a unique way, making the portions with depth seem flatter than they would otherwise 

seem and those that exhibit flatness seem to have more depth than they would otherwise seem to 

have.  The interaction of the fragments, which brings together pieces with relative senses of 

depth, creates an overall peculiar depth in the work.  It is difficult to understand the spatiality of 

the work in terms of how one would in standard seeing, given the interactions of fragments with 

relative senses of depth. 

 There is motion that arises from stillness in the Painting.  In a basic sense, it takes time to 

view the work, as is the case in viewing all Paintings.  In this case, the temporality of the viewing 

experience is affected by the fragmentation and overlays.  It is possible to engage one fragment, 
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then move the gaze so as to focus on another, in doing so engaging select portions of the being 

individually, as well as in unity. 

 The coloration of the work is unique in this piece in that it does not match standard body 

coloration.  The being is colored in blocks.  Additionally, the central face is composed of black 

and white tones rather than bright colors, which separates it from the rest of the being.  Given 

that its coloration is distinct from that of the rest of the Painting, the Painting plays with the 

power of coloration in itself, forcing the viewer to engage two distinct modes of coloration at 

once. 

Engaging the unique depth from flatness, motion from stillness, and coloration of the 

Painting enables engaging the content of the piece.  Through engaging the content of the work, 

the master viewer can engage it in itself.  She can see a being, rather than struggle to categorize 

one who cannot be distinctly labeled as a man or a woman in a strict sense, seeing an individual 

rather than a type.  She can see not merely fragments with varying senses of depth and varying 

colorations, but a being formed out of these parts.  The being is new in her individuality, existing 

in a new world with distinct modes of depth, motion, and color. At once, she is just disjointed 

fragments, some of a woman’s body and some of a man’s.  And yet— 

 What was once just fragments takes the form of an individual being.  She is unique, with 

specific desires, needs, and vulnerabilities.  She lives and breathes, inhabiting her cohesive body.  

Not disjointed, not subject to strict gender categorizations, there is more to her than her exterior, 

and more to engage than the initial unease in attempting to see her differently gendered parts as 

not aligning. 

One can engage the content of the Painting as a viewing master and experience the 

fantastical.  Because, in engaging the content, the viewer sees an individual being rather than a 
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type recognizable according to gender concepts, she can see anew in a manner that is removed 

from such gender concepts.  She can see people who ought to be engaged, rather than people to 

be recognized according to concepts and referents.  Whereas being intellectually educated about 

conceptions of gender, and the ways in which they can have profound effects on how we engage 

with others, can be productive, it does not guarantee that the learner’s engagement with others 

will change.30  Experiencing the fantastical, however, changes one’s way of seeing directly.  As 

such, the viewer does not need to live in a specific time and place to have this experience of 

seeing anew in regard to gender, for she engages the content of the work in itself so as to see 

beings beyond gender, rather than so as to intellectually consider what it means to subvert gender 

concepts.  Because this new way of seeing comes not from being told to see differently, but 

rather from direct education of the senses, it can allow the learner to see individuality as not 

obscured by conceptualized ideas of gender.  This way of seeing can extend beyond the way in 

which individuals may see themselves.  An individual may see herself according to referential 

terms and concepts, including her gender, and even her name.  Seeing anew, as a result of 

experiencing the fantastical upon engaging this Painting, can allow for seeing this individual in 

herself to a greater extent than she does herself. 

As we have seen, Painting is a unique site at which one can experience the fantastical to 

the end of learning to see masterfully in a way that is not helped by categorizations and 

discernments and does not yield refining such categorizations and discernments.  As engagement 

with Hoch’s Painting demonstrates, Painting provides space in the realm of the visual to see what 

might not fall neatly in our constructed concepts, and which we may dangerously categorize as 

                                                 
30 Additionally, it can be difficult to escape the realm of categorizations that shapes such 
judgments when this questioning is done using the very language of which the gender labels are 
a part. 
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other, in itself.  It can be a site at which to experience the fantastical to the end of seeing others 

beyond the concepts attached to identity, humanity beyond gender, in the world. 

CONCLUSION 

Through engaging Painting, the master viewer can come to see shoes as more than just 

shoes, paint as more than just paint, and people as more than the gender concepts tied to their 

identity. With its unique characteristics of having potential depth in its flatness, potential motion 

in its stillness, and coloration that is directly linked to its content, Painting exhibits content in a 

unique manner: content is grounded not only in the objects of the work, but also in the modes 

through which one experiences the objects. In experiencing visual newness through engagement 

with content in itself, the master viewer can experience the fantastical to the end of seeing 

elements of the world anew.  The master viewer can learn to see anew through works with 

diverse content, whether the content includes a pair of shoes, the very paint that materially 

constitutes a work, or a fragmented being.  What is more, her ability to see anew stems from 

direct education of the senses, allowing her to see the richness of her world beyond how its 

constituents are recognized and categorized according to articulated concepts. 
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Hannah Hoch, Die Starken Manner (1931) 
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